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If you want to make enemies, try to change something.
Woodrow Wilson

Chapter 4

Pilot
4.1 Building Your Plan
The first time you use a new language in anger, to solve a real business problem, there’s much at stake. If you’re wildly successful, you
can pave the way for change. If you fail miserably, you may never get
another chance. If you’re convinced that Ruby can help, you’ll need to
carefully plan this initiation.

Identifying a Business Problem
You’ll choose your business problem based on the political environment and technical demands. You’ll need to strike a balance across at
least two axes: the political and the technical. If you get too conservative and pick a problem that’s too easy or too small, you won’t prove
much, and no one will take notice. Conversely, if you get so aggressive
that you hit technical obstacles beyond your abilities, you could fail, or
experience an ugly success and get swept away by politics. The interview on page 64 tells the story. As a problem gets more difficult, risks
get higher, but you learn more. As politics and visibility increase, your
potential reward gets higher, but consequences also increase.

Choosing a Technical Problem
Combined with the people you put on the project, the technical characteristics of your problem, more than any other characteristics, will
determine your success or failure. A good tool, used for the wrong job,
is a bad tool. Chapters 5 and 6 will explore Ruby technologies in greater
detail, but let’s look beyond the simplistic view of picking the right job
for the tool. Figure 4.1, on the next page shows that your political goals
will help determine the technical problem you choose:
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Figure 4.1: High technical risks are ideal for learning but bad for politics

• Selling. If you’ve already chosen Ruby and you’re looking to establish early success to sell the framework, you want the easiest possible problem and best possible fit.
• Learning. If you’re more interested in learning about how far you
can push Ruby or whether it’s the best technical fit, then you’ll
want to pick a more demanding technical problem, and you’ll want
to see how far you can bend Ruby to suit your purposes.
In other words, you can’t always have the perfect pilot for both selling
and learning. Since you’ll usually want to do some of both, you’ll have to
strike a compromise. As I lay out individual scenarios from teams who
have built successful Ruby pilots, you’ll see how each team considered
both the technical and political realities of breaking new ground. You’ll
have to do the same:
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• You’ll be learning a new technology. You’ll want to show off your
productivity, but make sure you allow some time for your team
to play and learn so you’ll know more about the environment and
have a better experience once it’s time to apply your knowledge to
a real-world problem.
• You’ll often be tempted to explore some aspect of Ruby that other
teams have never tried before, but you’ll be much better off if you
stick to problems that others have solved before you for your first
project. The Ruby community is open and accommodating. Ask
them whether anyone has tried a given problem before.
• You’ll be anxious to prove that you can work on a thinner budget,
but be careful. If you need help, get it. Working with a Ruby expert
on a short-duration pilot project will save you thousands of dollars
in the long run. You won’t save any money if you attack too much
of a problem before you’re ready.
• Keep sight of your political goals. If Java is not working in your
environment, your first goal is to establish a working alternative.
If serious Java proponents exist, technical failure will be devastating, so you’ll want to start slow. If you have more freedom to fail,
you can push the technology into more demanding applications.

Building a Team
After you’ve chosen a problem, you’ll need to build a team. The best
teams for Ruby have a few common characteristics:
• They often have some experience with dynamic languages. If your
programmers have written Smalltalk, Lisp, Python, or Perl before,
they’ll be able to take better advantage of Ruby. If they’ve used
Java’s dynamic features such as reflection or aspect-oriented programming, they’ll fare better than those who haven’t.
• They are small. You don’t need nearly as many developers as you
need for similar Java problems.
• They have freedom. If your technical staff is free to make their
own decisions, they’ll make progress more quickly.
Small, smart teams play to the strengths of dynamic languages. In the
rest of the chapter, we’ll lay out scenarios that have been successful
for other Ruby teams. They will range from simple to complex on a
technical scale and from low to high visibility on a political scale. See
how others introduced Ruby.
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4.2 Scenario 1: Classic Pilot
Using this scenario, your goal is to learn enough about Ruby to make a
go or no-go decision. Frankly, this scenario is not quite as common as
you’d expect. Since Java is near its peak popularity, language advocates
typically need to be stronger and more creative than those for other new
technologies. Still, a pilot project can often tell you everything you need
to know about whether Ruby is a technical fit.

Profile
This scenario differs from the others in this chapter because the primary goal is to learn, rather than sell. Figure 4.2, on the following page,
shows that when you look at the profile for this type of application, the
critical axis is the technical one. Although different people in your organization may well have different motivations, if your goal is to make
a decision rather than validate your decision with a successful pilot,
you’re going to want to choose an application with enough technical
challenges to make your decision. The political visibility of the project
doesn’t matter as much. For the best of cases, you should reduce your
risk by picking a project with limited consequences for failure.

Example: A Manufacturing Monitor at Autobar Flexible
Holland B.V.
Sake Lemstra, a managing director at Autobar Flexible Holland B.V.,
asked Henri ter Steeg of LinkIT Group to develop an application to help
collect data on his manufacturing process. The interview on page 64
tells the story. Originally, Henri used Java with Swing to develop the
application, based on the popularity of Java and the excellent enterprise integration features, including good Oracle integration. The performance was adequate and the interface was rich, but the application
became increasingly complex as new requirements came.
They decided to pick a new technology and considered several Java
solutions, but none of them seemed to offer enough of an advantage to
make a rewrite worthwhile. Henri noticed the new Ajax support in Ruby
on Rails, so he decided to give Rails a try. Henri was concerned about
several aspects of the application that would stretch the Ruby platform:
• The performance would have to be good, because the application
would post graphs with thousands of data points every minute.
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Figure 4.2: Classic pilots need medium to high technical risk

• The customer had a version of Oracle that was not yet supported
by Ruby on Rails, so they’d need to add specific support for Oracle
features such as their outer join syntax.
• The user interface would need to be much more powerful than
typical HTML applications.
Henri decided to implement a small slice of the application but one
that dove deeply into technical details. He implemented a classic spike,
which is a thin but technically demanding slice of the application to
make sure Ruby on Rails would work. A custom caching layer solved
the performance concerns. Ajax support, in conjunction with existing
C code, handled the graphing functions needed by the sophisticated
interface requirements. The flexibility of both Ruby and Rails allowed
him to change the outer join syntax and add a simple real-time cache
to his objects by changing the definition of classes in the core frame-
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works. This capability, called open classes, lends an incredible flexibility to Ruby, compared to Java. Because of excellent productivity and a
much simpler application base, they decided to move ahead with Ruby
on Rails. His customer was more interested in a clean, working application on a better timeline than forcing a Java agenda, so he moved
development operations to Ruby.

Drawing Conclusions
Henri’s implementation was a classic pilot. He was most interested in
improving productivity and saw Ruby on Rails as one possible candidate to get him there. He was not concerned about political fallout,
because had he failed, he would have simply chosen an alternative
technology. This was strictly a learning exercise. The pilot was quite
successful. Even after dealing with these framework limitations, Henri
estimates that he is roughly four times as productive on Rails as he
was in Java.

Rescue scenario—A discussion with Henri ter Steeg
LinkiT Group

Q: Would you describe your application?
We had a suffering Java application. The application was written in Swing. It worked OK, but it was getting too complicated.
The application had to communicate with other clients, and we
couldn’t get it to query the database with good performance.
It got to the point where we were afraid to add more features,
because the application was out of control. So, we decided to
move the application to another framework.
We looked at other Java frameworks first. We considered the
Spring Rich Client framework, but it looked unfinished. We also
considered a handful of other Java frameworks.
We ran across Rails. We considered it briefly and then put it aside
until the Ajax stuff came along. I thought, “This is really impressive.”
I did a spike and was really surprised with the speed of development. I could develop client-server applications very fast. I got
back to Java and said, “This is too difficult, and it’s too much work.”
On Rails, my development speed was excellent.
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Q: What were some of the limitations?
We needed to use abstract data types for performance reasons.
In JDBC, you can use them, but you can’t in Rails. So, we created
some views and “instead of” triggers and got past the problem.
We also used Oracle drivers that did not support the outer join syntax. Active Record did not support outer join syntax, so we just created some classes and changed one of the Rails methods at run
time. It was easier than I expected to work around what looked
like serious problems at the time.
Q: What are you using for security?
At the moment, we’re just using Apache security. We did not use
the Rails generator. For now, Apache security is all we need.
Q: Have you been pleased with the performance?
For the most part, it has been good. We had one major performance issue. With Java, we could use a Swing app, which did
some caching for us for performance reasons. This approach is
difficult with a web app. We solved it with time-based caching.
Q: Did you experience any resistance to Rails?
No. The business environment trumped everything else. Our code
is simpler and easier to maintain, and we can work faster with it.
Q: What were your top business priorities?
We wanted a stable application. We wanted to develop faster,
and we wanted a simpler code base. As a very rough guess, I’d
say we’re coding three to four times faster.
Q: What was the most interesting part of your application?
We wrote a C fragment to produce our business graph. The business logic gets one data point for each minute, and we accumulate many data points over time. Doing a fresh database query
every minute was not an option. In the Swing application, we
cached the entire graph. Now, database triggers write the new
data points to a file. We have a CGI script that reads the file and
plots the graph.
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4.3 Scenario 2: Trojan Horse
With the Trojan horse strategy, your goal is to get a working pilot established with minimal visibility and leverage that tiny success to increase
Ruby penetration. Unlike the classic pilot scenario, you’re not as interested in learning from the experience. You’ve already established that
Ruby can help by other means, and you’re seeking to establish some
success with an easy project with a political climate that will not provide much resistance. If you later choose to do so, you can grow your
advocates internally and leverage your success for better Ruby penetration on more important applications in the future.

Profile
The key to the Trojan horse scenario is to get your initial pilot, or Trojan horse, established with as few technical and political obstacles possible. To do so, you work Ruby into an organization with very little
management visibility and feed the Ruby development culture. You’d
prefer an application with little technical or political risk, as in Figure 4.3, on the following page, choosing instead to fly Ruby in beneath
the radar. Culture is often the most important element. You want to
build a groundswell of support for the language from the bottom up.
Keep in mind that you’ll need to take on enough technical risk to prove
something important—you won’t prove anything by building an application to manage your ten contacts with a primitive web page. Often,
you’re looking to save time and money by efficiently handling tedious,
unimportant jobs, where technology choice might not be as much of
an issue. These applications are often inward facing and may support
other applications. Admin consoles, tests, and build tools are likely targets for the Trojan. You can then promote your success and leverage
that success to take on other Ruby on Rails projects.

Example: Amazon.com
The Amazon.com interest in Ruby has been well publicized by several
bloggers, including Steve Yegge, who worked at Amazon.com for seven
years (and provided much of the background for this scenario), and
David Heinemeier Hansson, the creator of Ruby on Rails. Ruby was
initially not a popular or approved language at Amazon.com, but they
have since hosted the Seattle-area Ruby user group. To establish Ruby,
its proponents simply got Ruby into the hands of developers who could
use it. The tools support team made sure Ruby was installed on all
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Figure 4.3: The Trojan Horse scenario requires low risk on both axes

developer machines. They brought in Dave Thomas to do a brownbag talk on Ruby. Dave didn’t actually promote using Ruby at Amazon.com; instead, he promoted learning alternative languages to learn
how to program better. They gave away 120 free copies of Programming
Ruby [TFH05] and eventually built a ground swell of support at Amazon.com. Ruby found increasing use in small, inwardly facing projects.
Ruby is thriving today at Amazon.com as an accepted language, though
it does not do most of the heavy lifting.

Example: An Administrative Console
I recently encountered another excellent opportunity for the Trojan
horse strategy. I was doing a Java training course at a consultancy.
They provided application developers to conservative companies. Nearly
all their development was done in the Java programming language. One
application in particular was done with old technologies, including EJB.
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